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This article may contain original research. Improve it by verifying the claims made and adding embedded citations. Declarations consisting solely of original research should be deleted. (August 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) First Edition (Italian) (publ. Einaudi) Christ stopped in Ebola (Italian Cristo si è fermato and Eboli) is a memoir by Carlo Levi,
published in 1945, giving an account of his exile from 1935-1936 to Grassano and Aliano, remote towns in southern Italy, in the Lucania region, which is now known as Basilicata. In the book, Aliano gives the fictional name 'Gagliano' (based on the local pronunciation of Aliano). The title of the book comes from the expression of people 'Gagliano' who say of themselves, 'Christ
stopped short here, on Ebola', which means, in fact, that they feel they have been bypassed by Christianity, morality, history itself–that they have somehow been excluded from the full human experience. Levi explained that Ebola, a site in the Campania region to the west near the seashore, is where roads and railways to Basilicata veered off the coastal north-south route. Carlo
Levi was a doctor, writer and painter, native of Turin. In 1935, Levi's anti-fascist beliefs and activism led to his expulsion by the fascist government of Benito Mussolini into internal exile in a remote area of southern Italy. Despite his status as a political exile, Levi was welcomed with open arms because the people in the area were naturally kind hosts. His book, Christ Stopped at
Ebola, focuses on his year in the villages of the Lucania region and the people he met there. Grassano and 'Gagliano' Grassano and Gagliano villages were very poor. They lacked basic goods as there were no shops in the village. A typical, though measly diet consisted of bread, oil, crushed tomatoes and peppers. The villages did not have many modern objects and the ones
they had were not often used. One public toilet (and only bathroom) in the city had no running water and stood as a haven for animals rather than people. Only one car was also found in the area. The houses were sparsely furnished; the most common decoration was the US dollar, a photograph of US President Roosevelt or Madonna di Viggiano displayed on their walls. The
health care was appalling. Two doctors in town have always been incompetent. The peasants simply did not trust the city's doctors, so instead they relied on Levi's medical skills, despite his reluctance and his lack of practice for many years. Malaria took the lives of many villagers; it was ruthless and uncontrollable. Education was available, but as Levi, the mayor who taught the
class, said, he spent more time smoking on the balcony than educating children. Religious values Levi visited were a mixture of Catholicism and mysticism. While people were pious in the sense that they were moral and kind, they were motivated by faith in magic and mysticism rather than religion. They rarely went to church and in fact ostracized their priest, who was drunk and
whose reputation was destroyed when he was young for having sexual relations with a young student; he was banished from one place to another for years and ended up in Gaglian. However, the priest had the same distaste for the people as is evident from his statement The people here are dons, not Christians. Christianity does not seem to have been fully accepted; it shows
the multitude of priests who decorate illegitimate children and licentious sexual relationships that have often been overlooked. Superstitions, elves, and magic seemed to shape daily tasks, not Christ and faith in God. However, people went to church on holidays such as Christmas and respected the Madonna. In reading this it is clear that Christianity was an idea introduced but
never fully adopted. Lucania: Fascism and War The southern half of Italy was not quite on board with Mussolini and his fascist government. Southerners were seen as inferior citizens. Levi recalls the opinion of a local man that he and his fellow citizens were not even considered humans, rather dogs. He recounts how Northerners viewed Southerners with natural racial inferiority.
In particular, people felt disconnected from Italy and looked to America as a beacon of hope and prosperity rather than Rome. Levi writes: Yes, New York, rather than Rome or Naples would be the real capital of the peasants of Lucania, if these men without the country could have capital at all. It suggests that the peasants and the people of Lucania have no country to look after
them. People were in desperate shape, living in utter misery, and yet nothing was done to take care of them. The war with Abyssina only reminded them of the impossibility of emigrating to America. In 1935 Italy began a quick war in Abyssi (present-day Ethiopia). People in Levi's village didn't think much of it. It didn't upset them and they had no hope of any profit because of it.
Levi calls them indifferent to the war cause and mentions only one man who enlisted to escape a troubled home life. He will notice, however, that he does not talk about the First World War despite the fact that a large number of men in the village lost their lives. Towards the end of his stay, Levi takes a trip north to attend the funeral. Having spent almost a year in Lucania, he feels
an embarrassment he has not experienced before. When he talks to friends and acquaintances about politics, he begins to reveal a common ignorance about the issue of southern Italy. He listens to people their views on the problems of the South about who is to blame and what can be done. There is a consensus among all their answers, the state must act! He must do
something specifically useful, beneficent, and miraculous. Levi attributes this answer to the fact that they have fascist ideas in their heads in fourteen years. It also explains how the idea of a united utopian Italy was subconsciously rooted in all of them. Film adaptation Main story: Christ stopped at Ebola (film) In 1979, the book was adapted into a film directed by Francesco Rosi
and starring Gian Maria Volonté as Carl Levi. Sources Christ stopped at Ebola – a brief overview, Booklocker Carlo Levi's book Christ Stopped at the Ebola External Links Museum in a former house full of memories of Levi's involuntary stay has some of Levi's paintings 'post-Impressionist in style, and a million miles from the galumphing futurism Mussolini was commissioning in
Rome' [1] Carlo Levi Links ^ Dennis Marks, Marks Appian Way, BBC Radio 3 Obtained from Christ Stopped at EboliFrench poster for the filmOf courseFrancesco RosiProduced byNicola CarraroFranco CristaldiWritten byFrancesco RosiTonino GuerraRaffaele La CapriaStarringGian Maria VolontéMusic byPiero PiccioniCinematPasqual De SantisEdited byRuggero
MastroianniProductioncompany Rai 2Vides CinematograficaAction FilmsDistributed byTitanusDistributed date 23 February 1979 (1979-02-23) Performance time1 50 minutes (1979 theatrical edition)1 220 minutes (unedited TV version)CountryItalyFranceLanguageItalianBox office $82,126[1][2] Christ stopped in Ebola (Italian Cristo si è fermato and Ebola is also known as Ebola in
the United States of America , is a 1979 dramatic film directed by Francesco Rosi, adapted from carl levi's book of the same name. He plays Gian Maria Volonté as Levi, a political dissident behind fascism who was expelled in the Basilicata region of southern Italy. The film was screened out of competition at the Cannes Film Festival in 1979[4] and was the first to win a BAFTA
award for best foreign language film in 1983. [5] It was included in 1001 Movies You Must See Before You Die. Fence Carlo Levi is a Turin painter and writer. He also has a degree in medicine, but he never practiced it. Arrested in 1935 by mussolini's regime for anti-fascist activities, it is limited to Aliano (Gagliano in the novel), a remote town in the Lucania region, the southern nate
of Italy, known today as Basilicata. While the landscape is beautiful, the peasants are impoverished and poorly managed. They are superstitious and insecious; many emigrated to the United States in search of employment. Since local doctors are not interested in treating peasants, Levi begins to serve his health in response to appeals, establishing a strong relationship with the
community. The main cast of Gian Maria Volonté as Carlo Levi Paolo Bonacelli as Don Luigi Magalone Alain Cuny as Baron Nicola Rotunno Lea Massari as Luisa Levi Irene Papas as Giulia Venere François Simon as Don Traiella Antonio Allocca as Don Cosimino Production The film was mostly shot in Basilicata in the villages of Craco, Guardia Perticara, Aliano and La Martella,
near Matera. Other scenes were filmed in Gravina in Puglia and Santeramo in Colle, Puglia. [7] Christ Stopped at Ebola Critical Response has an 88% rating on Rotten Tomatoes based on 8 reviews and an average rating of 7.56/10. [8] AllMovie rated the film 4 stars out of 5. [9] Accolades Award Category Recipient Result Year Ref Chicago International Film Festival Best Feature
Francesco Rosi Nominated 1979 [10] David di Donatello Best Film Won 1979 [11] Best Director Francesco Rosi Won [11] Nastro d'Argento Best Supporting Actress Lea Massari Won 1979 [12] Moscow International Film Festival The Francesco Rosi Gold Award won the 1979 [13] National Review Council Top Foreign Film won the 1980 [14] French Syndicate of Film Critics Best
Foreign Film Francesco Rosi Won the 1981 [15] BAFTA Awards Best Foreign Language Film Francesco Rosi Won 1983 [5] Reference ^ Christ Stopped in Ebola (1979). Mojo cash register. Imdb. January 31, 2020. ^ Christ stopped in Ebola (1979). Numbers. Imdb. 31 January 2020. ^ John Anderson (26 April 2019). A short history of 'Christ stopped at Ebola': the 'holy grail' of
classical Italian cinema. Los Angeles Times. May 19, 2019. ↑ Festival de Cannes: Christ stopped in Ebola. festival-cannes.com. Won 2009-05-25. ↑ a b Film foreign language film in 1983. awards.bafta.org. May 20, 2019. ↑ 1001 movies you need to see before you die. filmsquish.com. Won 2017-04-14. ↑ Cristo si è Fermato and Eboli. Italy for movies (in Italian). May 19, 2019. ^
Christ stopped at Ebola (Cristo si è Fermato and Eboli). Rotten tomatoes. December 23, 2020. ^ Christ stopped in Ebola (1979). AllMovie. May 22, 2019. ↑ Chicago International Film Festival 1979. mubi.com. May 20, 2019. ↑ a b David di Donatello. daviddidonatello.it (in Italian). May 20, 2019. ↑ Cristo si è fermato and Eboli - Premi e Nomination. movieplayer.it (in Italian). May 20,
2019. ↑ 11th Moscow International Film Festival (1979). moscowfilmfestival.ru. Archived from the original on 16.1.2013. 16 January 2013. ^ Winners of the 1980 nationalboardofreview.org. May 20, 2019. ^ Liste des prix du meilleur film étranger depuis 1967. archives.semainedelacritique.com (French). May 20, 2019. External links Christ stopped at Ebola on IMDb Christ Stopped at
Ebola on AllMovie Christ Stopped at Ebola: Exile essay by Alexander Stille at criterion collection This article regarding the Italian film 1970 is too brief or does not contain important information. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article related to a 1970s dramatic film. You can help Wikipedia by extending it.vte Taken from
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